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PART ONE
On the Move

Focus:
• This time of your life is a turning point – a time
of opportunities and challenges.

WORDS TO
UNDERSTAND
turning point
crisis
potential

Turning Points

Right now you are at a turning point in your life: you
have left primary school or intermediate behind and are
facing the new challenges of high school or college. Life is full of promises but you
may be uncertain and worried about what is ahead.
The following stories show some of the kinds of situations in which students of your
age can find themselves.
Meri finishes the last bit of her science homework. She is happy because
science is her favourite subject and, just as important she is very good at it.
Throwing her books and papers into her pack, she takes out a brochure about a
holiday science camp which she feels excited about.
Unfortunately, two clouds hang over Meri’s plans. She wonders if she will meet
the kind of prejudice that she felt at her old school. She had overheard two
guys making sarcastic remarks about her efforts: “Why’s she bothering?
Everybody knows all the good scientists are males anyway!” Meri’s anger at
their comments is only partly able to overcome some of her self-doubts.
A bigger problem is money. Her mother’s low wage from her job at the
supermarket barely covers the basics. Meri will have to find some work after
school to raise the $50 for the camp. What if she can’t earn enough money?
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James sits at the table, staring out the window.
“Well, James, what do you think? Have you chosen your next term’s options
yet?” his father asks.
“I don’t know. I just don’t know,” James answers, annoyed.
“You have to make up your mind tonight. The form’s due in tomorrow.”
“Yeah, I know.”
After watching some TV, James returns to his room, puts on his headphones,
and cranks up his stereo. He opens up the subject choice booklet where
information about the different options is written.
However, James’ thoughts take him in a different direction. He imagines himself
in four years’ time as captain of his rugby team and lead singer in the school
rock band.

Daniel has already asked his mother twice if he can change schools. He’s about
to tell her once again that he’s sick of getting up so early to catch the bus eight
kilometres across town to the Catholic secondary school. It wasn’t his idea to go
there in the first place. But he knows she won’t listen and that all she’ll do is go
on about the school’s high academic reputation and how smart the uniform
looks. “What’s the use?” he thinks. “She’ll never understand.”
Daniel wonders how she’d react if he told her about the fights behind the gym
and showed her the bruises on his arms from the punches of that boy in year
eleven. But he knows he’s not going to do that. He’s not a nark.
As his mother comes through the kitchen door Daniel feels his anger rising. “It’s
not fair! Why can’t I go to the same school as all my mates?” he shouts.
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Task One
What challenges or concerns do Meri, James and Daniel each have to deal with?
What would you do in each of their situations? Write two or three sentences
about each one.

Task Two
Using Meri, James or Daniel’s stories as examples write about the situation you
find yourself in right now as a young student. Include some of the decisions you
are facing at the moment or know you will have to make in the near future.

© BIGSTOCKPHOTO
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Crisis Time – Danger and Opportunity
A time of change – such as leaving intermediate or
primary school and moving on to a new school can
be understood as a sort of crisis. However, the word
crisis need not be thought of as totally, or even mostly,
negative. The Chinese character for crisis is made up of
two other characters – one for danger and the other for
opportunity.

CRISIS

danger + opportunity

Now, crossing Cook Strait on the ferry can be a risky business: the seas could be rough
and you could get seasick, there could be engine problems and the sailing could be
delayed for hours, or, worst of all, the ship could hit a reef or rock and sink! But your
favourite holiday destination, with all its attractions and opportunities waits for you
on the other side!
Finishing primary or intermediate school – crossing into a new world – confronts you
with both dangers and opportunities, just as crossing Cook Strait does.
Despite the pressures, stresses and risks, a transition may encourage people to ask
more questions about life. These questions can lead us to discover new things about
ourselves and to grow.
Think about Meri, James and Daniel as they look ahead to life at college or high
school. Meri is already asking herself how she will handle the challenges of college,
both in others’ attitudes towards her and in its demands on her finances. James
has not yet focused on his learning goals and where he wants his education to take
him. Daniel is angry and frustrated but is unable to communicate honestly with his
mother. Both Meri and James will be stretched and often uncomfortable as they face
their futures. Daniel is already experiencing a lot of pain.

© BIGSTOCKPHOTO
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Task Three
Brainstorm the words crisis, danger and opportunity and see how many ideas
you come up with. Try mind-mapping them!

© BIGSTOCKPHOTO

Task Four
Go to the NEXT PAGE and fill in your lifeline.
•
•
•
•
•

Include significant events in your own life up to now.
Note some of your crisis times – the dangers you have faced and the
opportunities you have taken, the achievements and the failures.
Consider the relationship between your achievements and the risks you have
taken, the dangers you have faced.
Discuss your lifeline with the person beside you.
Consider the gifts of self – the abilities, values etc. that you bring to your
family, friends and school as a young student.

Extension
Ask your parents or another trusted adult who has known you well since you
were little to tell you about an event in your life that you are too young to
remember. Add this to your lifeline.
8
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BORN!

My lifeline
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Task Five
Think of one crisis that you
have already been through in
your past life. Maybe it is
already marked on your
timeline.
For example: shifting house
when you were ten.

List and describe:
a.

© BIGSTOCKPHOTO

The painful or dangerous aspects.

b. The opportunities involved in this experience.
		
Some painful or dangerous aspects of shifting house were:
		
• leaving close friends and our cat behind
		
• losing my favourite shirt
		
• dropping the sofa on my big toe
Some opportunities involved in this experience were:
• better recreation facilities
		
• moving closer to my grandparents and cousins
		
• buying a new bike to ride to my new school
c.

Overall, are you better off now, after the change?
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Task Six
a. 	Make a list of risks and opportunities that you are facing now as a
student. You can type straight into the space below.

Risks

Opportunities

b. 	What are some of the things you can do yourself to help you get
through this time of change?
c.	What programmes (such as peer or buddy systems) does your school
have to support you?
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A Call to Develop
Our Potential
Going through change tells us we are
still growing. Growth comes naturally
to all living things. Given some water
and decent soil, a potato sprout will
grow into a spud. Given nurture, we
human beings can reach our potential.
A big difference between a potato
and us, of course, is that we have a
conscious part in making our own
growth happen. The person you will be
at sixty is, to a big extent, the person
you are forming right now.

Potential
future possibilities

The only life we have is the one we are
living right now. If we always look into
the future for living, we can get into
a pattern of “Wait until …” thinking.
Life will be good when we have
accomplished X,Y, or Z.
	“Wait until I’m at college, then…”
	“Wait until I get better friends,
then…”
	“Wait until I have some money of
my own, then…”
© BIGSTOCKPHOTO
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Task Seven
a. 	Write down five or six
other “Wait until …”
statements that you have
heard.
b. 	Write three or four
sentences in response to
one of the following
statements:
•

“For me, happiness
cannot be found living in
the present; it’s out in the
future somewhere.”

•

“One day at a time is the
way to go.”

•

“Each moment is a step
to the future.”

•

“I can’t change the past
and I can’t predict the
future, but I can make
the most of my time
today.”
© BIGSTOCKPHOTO
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Exploring Life
People who know how to live fully, value each moment as a gift and an opportunity.
Making the most of our potential is something we have to do for ourselves. No one
else can do it for us. In order to become fully alive we have to explore life ourselves.
This story about an explorer of the Amazon jungles makes this point:
The explorer returned to his people, who were eager to know about the
Amazon. But how could he ever put into words the feelings that flooded his
heart when he saw exotic flowers and heard the night-sounds of the forest;
when he sensed the danger of wild beasts or paddled his canoe over
treacherous rapids?
He said, “Go and find out for yourselves.” To guide them he drew a map of the
river.
They pounced upon the map. They framed it in their town hall. They made
copies of it for themselves. And all who had a copy considered themselves
experts on the river, for did they not know its every turn and bend, how broad
it was and how deep, where the rapids were and where the falls?
[De Mello, The Song of the Bird, pages 36-37]

© ADRIAN HEKE
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Task Eight
a.	When the explorer returns from the Amazon what do his
people ask about?
b.

Why can’t the explorer tell them?

c.

What advice does the explorer give to the people?

d.
		
		

The explorer draws a map of the Amazon River.
• How is the map useful?
• How is the map misused?

e.	Explain in your own words the message of this story for
students at your stage of life.
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Made in God’s Image
Focus:
• We are made in God’s image with the mana to
develop our goodness.

Awareness of the Unique You
There has never been anyone the same as you … and
there never will be again. Each individual’s finger print,
ear print, DNA, is theirs alone. It is not shared by
anyone else.

WORDS TO
UNDERSTAND
identity
personality
unique
tapu
image of God
transcends

To be fully alive as human beings we must be aware of
and appreciate the persons we are. Your pet dog, Cassie, is not aware of herself as a
Labrador. Cassie just eats, sleeps and barks with excitement when you remember to
take her for a walk. She behaves the way her instincts tell her to behave and does not
really have any awareness of herself as a dog. Only humans are aware of themselves
as unique, conscious beings. We do not simply respond to circumstances through
instinct – at least most of the time.
Our sense of identity, then, is our sense of who we are – the wonderful combination
of personality traits, abilities, strengths, weaknesses, interests, values, and hopes
that is uniquely ours. Our identity is always in the process of formation and remains
vaguely mysterious. In other words, we cannot be summed up as a simple list of
traits; we cannot be pinned down that easily, for our uniqueness is ultimately a
mystery.
It is useful, though, to identify some of the features that go to make us the unique
individuals that we all are. One way of doing this is to construct a personality profile.
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Task Nine
a.	First, on the NEXT PAGE, complete a profile of yourself using the
headings provided – you can add more at the end if we’ve missed
anything out.
b.	Print out your profile – illustrate and decorate it, if you like, with
drawings and symbols.
c.	Share with the person next to you something about your family from
your profile. Select some of the things you have written.
d.	You and your partner join another pair. Introduce your partner to the
group using a word or phrase that you think is descriptive of that
person’s family.
The teacher may invite some volunteers to share with the class as a whole.
e.	Write answers to the following questions:
• What makes my family special and unique?

• W
 hat has my family got in common with families of other group members?
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Name:
Age:
Birthplace:
Family details:
Cultural background:
Primary school:
Physical characteristics:

Personality traits:

Interests:

Favourite things:

Abilities and strengths:

Weaknesses:

Values:

Hopes:

Anything else?
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Made Good By God
The mystery of each person’s unique identity has to do with the reality that we all are
made in God’s image. Every person has been made good by Te Atua (God). Te tapu o
te tangata (the sacredness of the person) reflects Te Tapu o Te Atua (the sacredness of
God).
This means that from the moment of conception each person has a dignity and a
worth that cannot be measured. Every person is a reflection of the aroha (love) and
goodness of God.
“Being in the image of God the human individual possesses the dignity of a person,
who is not just something, but someone.” (The Catechism of the Catholic Church n 357)

Discussion

© SC PHOTOGRAPHY

What do you think it means when the Catechism says a person is “not just
something, but someone”?
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Task Ten
In his Encyclical Letter “The Gospel of Life” (1995) Pope John Paul II writes of
human beings.
Read the following passage and complete the questions below:
Life is always a good. Why is life a good?
		
This question is found everywhere in the Bible,
		
And from the very first pages
		
It receives a powerful and amazing answer.
		
Man and woman, formed from the dust of the earth,
		
And traces of God’s glory!
		
All is created in relation to them,
		
All things are made subject to them,
		
And they are bonded in a special way to their Creator:
		
“Let us make man and woman in our image,
		
after our likeness” (Genesis 1:26).
		
Man and woman alone, among all visible creatures
		
Are “capable of knowing and loving their Creator” (GS12).
		The life bestowed on us is much more than mere existence in time;
		
It is a drive toward fullness of life.
		
It is the seed of existence
		
That transcends the very limits of time.
		
a.

[From John Paul II The Encyclicals in Everyday Language]
Explain in your own words what it means to be made in God’s image.

b.	Select a word/phrase/line that especially speaks to you and write
about it in your book.
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Task Eleven
Here is another passage from scripture where we read that we are made in
God’s image. Look up the reference in the Bible to find out exactly what is said.
a.	Fill in the gaps with the correct word from the box below:
Genesis, Chapter 1, verses 26 and 27
__________ said, ‘Let us make humankind in our own __________ ,
according to our __________ ; and let them have dominion over the
__________ of the sea, and over the birds of the __________ , and over
the cattle, and over all the __________ animals of the __________ and
over every creeping thing that ___________ upon the earth.’ So God
created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created
them, __________ and __________ he created them.

female

wild

earth

God

male

creeps

air

likeness

fish

image

b.

What event is described in the passage?

c.	Why do you think the passage repeats a number of times the idea
that humans are made in the image of God?
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Poem: I am Made
in God’s Image
I am made in God’s own image
because I am alive
and I am clothed in a strength like God’s
I am a person ...
free to use the powers God has given me:
The courage to love
the power to think
the freedom to choose
the ability to decide for myself
the right to make good use of all
that God has created
the mastery of the world itself.
I am a person ...
special and unique
the only one like me
who can reflect God in my being.
I am a person ...
a sign of God to others
because I am made in God’s image
because I have God’s light
in my heart
I can mirror God to others.
I show God to others when I am really me,
when I reflect God in my own way.
This is what it means to be a person
This is what it means to be me.
How often do I think of thanking God
for making me to be me?
Source unknown (Adapted)

© DOLLARPHOTOCLUB
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Task Twelve

Discussion
Talk about the poem on page 22.

The poem ends by saying:

What do you think the following
statements from the poem mean?

	“… How often do I think of
thanking God for making me
to be me?”

a.

The freedom to choose

b.

Being special and unique

Write a poem or karakia (prayer) of
your own where you give thanks
for some of the things that make
you a special person, a person
made in God’s image.

c.	The ability to reflect God
in my own way

Freedom to Act
As creatures who are made in God’s likeness,
humans are given the freedom to choose. Unlike
other living creatures, human beings, because
of our consciousness, can weigh and consider
our options and decide among them. We are not
completely bound by instinct, genetic heritage,
or even previous learning. Besides freedom, God
gave human beings the power to act on their freely
© DOLLARPHOTOCLUB
chosen decisions, to have an effect on ourselves, on
our family, our friends, our school, and the world around us. And with the great gifts
of freedom and power, human beings take on responsibility, or accountability, for
their choices.
The more we choose to do good things, then the more free we become to develop
our gifts, especially our great capacity for love. Acting in a loving and kind way is
something we can learn to do well.
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Task Thirteen
Many of the ways we behave are made up of patterns which we have learned
and developed over a long period of time. Listed below are some ways of
behaving which enable us to develop our potential for goodness – the gift God
gave us when he made us in his image. Add some suggestions of your own!
•
•
•
•

Saying a kind word to a friend who is lonely
Praising a classmate’s good points instead of criticising
Trying hard to understand a viewpoint you find difficult to accept
Walking in another person’s shoes

•
•

Something to Think About
1. 	Since we are made in the image of God,
we should reflect God’s qualities.
•	Do others see the qualities that God
has reflected in us?
•	Do others seeking God find our lives
pointing to him?
•	If someone spoke of God-like persons,
would she/he think of us?
•	How can we reflect God’s image better
in our daily lives?
© ADRIAN HEKE

2. 	Jesus once said: “Freely have you received,
freely give.” (Matthew 10:8)
	What does Jesus want us to do with the
gifts we have been given?
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Building an Identity
Focus:
• By accepting ourselves as God made us and
by using the gifts we have been given, our
identities as sons and daughters of God are
strengthened.

WORDS TO
UNDERSTAND
affirmation
conscience
self-esteem

Affirmations and Challenges
Our sense of identity is not developed in isolation. It is
made up of millions of bits of information that we gather
about ourselves from events, relationships with people
(especially our family and friends), television, reading, and
so on. Everything that happens contributes to our sense of
identity. In turn, our future is built on the foundation of
this sense of who we are. Receiving affirmation from other
people, particularly from those who are significant to us,
is important for achieving a strong sense of identity. If a
person thinks that he is brainy but other people treat him as
© ADRIAN HEKE
if he is stupid, he will live with a certain degree of insecurity
about his intelligence. During much of our lives, people have been affirming or
challenging our identities, such as in the following situation:
Ellen is great with her hands. She can fix almost any piece of machinery that breaks
down – her brother’s beaten up old Ford, the wind-up clock that belonged to her
grandfather and the twenty year old washing machine that’s been sitting in the
back of the garage. All her family are telling her that she’ll have no trouble getting
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a job repairing things when she leaves school. Mechanical competence becomes an
affirmed part of Ellen’s identity.
On the other hand, on the two occasions Ellen has auditioned for a place in the
school choir she’s been turned down by the music teacher. “Some people just can’t
help singing flat,” Ellen was told. Ellen decides that the ability to sing well is not part
of her identity.

Task Fourteen
Divide a page into two columns. In one, list affirmations from others that have
given you confidence in your identity. In the other, list challenges or put-downs
that have made you feel less secure in yourself.

Affirmations
of Identity

Challenges
to identity

Eg. Told that I
showed promise as a
creative writer

Eg. Overheard the
comment that I
couldn’t run to save
myself.
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A Strong Sense of Self
A clear and realistic sense of identity enables us to go forward with life choices about
what courses we take at school, a career, relationships, and so on. Self-understanding
is a centre of strength that helps us to cope with conflicting demands and values,
significant losses, and tough choices. On the other hand, faulty views about ourselves
may limit our development. An accurate sense of identity enables us to live with
self‑esteem – an understanding of our own worth and an attitude of valuing
ourselves, even when others may put us down.
At the core of each of us is our conscience, our truest self. This ability to judge what
is right from what is wrong helps us to make important choices that will either
strengthen or weaken our identity. But a good conscience is not automatic. We need
to develop it through prayer, listening to God’s word and the Church, and by following
the example and advice of responsible people.

© ADRIAN HEKE

Our identity is never final. Each achievement, every disappointment, and most
events – the whole stream of life – continually shape us. Our identity is like a grain
of sand that is inside an oyster. Over many years layer upon layer of pearly substance
builds up around the grain, until it becomes a pearl. At each stage of development the
pearl has value, but it becomes more precious as it grows.
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Task Fifteen
CHOOSE all the words YOU THINK describe YOU ...

cautious

honest

interesting

fair

snobbish

jealous

dependent

loud

respectful
shy

appealing

generous

talented
unique

complaining

joyful

catty

moaning

courteous

pushy

unrepeatable

self-controlled
caring

sarcastic

jumpy

thoughtful

special

well-groomed

small

cruel

accepting

bossy

possessive

negative

miraculous

moody

lazy
fun-loving

short-tempered

graceful

humorous

warm

carefree

bubbling

destructive

a.

independent

easy-going

mature

lanky

distrustful

religious

dominant

single-minded
attractive

intelligent

holy
awkward

creative
proud

alert

competitive.

 rom the ones YOU have chosen write down a list of TEN which you think are
F
most descriptive of you. You might think of other words which describe you if
those above do not suit you.

b.	Ask another class member to choose TEN words which HE or SHE thinks describe
you well.
c.	Compare the words you have chosen about yourself with those your classmate
has selected.
		
•
What are the words you have both selected?
		
•
What are those your classmate has chosen but you have not?
		
•
What are those you have selected but your classmate has not?
d.	Why do you think some of the words your classmate has written about you
might be different from the ones you have written about yourself?
28
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Task Sixteen
On a blank page, make up a word picture of yourself, using clippings from
newspapers and magazines and using poetry and drawings as you wish.
The finished work is to show how you see yourself, your skills, strengths, etc.
at this point in time. For example:

Task Seventeen
Read the CHECKLIST beginning on the NEXT PAGE and write in the things you
LIKE about yourself.
29
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What I Like About Myself
CHECKLIST
1. Anything I do or have done at school such as class work.

2. Anything I do regularly which helps others.

3. Anything I do or have done for my parents and friends.

4. Anything I have thought, said, written or done recently.

5. Any skill I have.

6. Any sporting achievement.

30
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7. Any artistic accomplishment. (music, art, craft, etc)

8. Any feature of my personality.

9. Any physical feature.

10. Any special relationship.

11. Any award, recognition, I have received.

12. Any membership of any group.

31
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13. Anything I have won.

14. Any religious beliefs.

15. Any cultural features e.g. language, music, dance etc that I have taken part in.

16. Any fears I have overcome.

17. Any time I have been positive rather than negative.

18. Anything else.
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Task Eighteen
In pairs or small groups share the responses you wrote for each item on the
checklist What I Like About Myself. Use the following questions to reflect on
the experience.
a.

How did it feel to speak positively about myself?

b.

How did it feel to hear other people?

c.

What effect did it have on the group?

d.	Are there some things it is good to be proud of?
If so, what are they?
e.
f.
		

Is feeling good about oneself important?
What benefits might there be from it?
Are there dangers to be aware of?

g.	If individuals or groups do not feel good about themselves, what may
result from that?
How important or helpful is it to affirm each other?

© BIGSTOCKPHOTO

h.
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Task Nineteen
Hehu (Jesus) affirmed many people. Can you recall some of these instances?
a.	In each of the following situations from scripture what does Jesus say
or do that is affirming of the following people:
		
•
		•
		
•
		
•
		
•

The man with a skin disease (leprosy) Matthew 8:1-4
The centurion (Roman officer), about his servant Matthew 8:5-13
The sick woman (bleeding with a haemorrhage) Matthew 9:20-22
The blind men Matthew 9:27-30
Mary, the sister of Martha Luke 10:38-42

b.	Is there any attitude or outlook shared by the various people Hehu
affirmed?
c. 	Can we learn anything from scripture about the attitude people need
to have if affirmation from others is to be of value?

© DOLLARPHOTOCLUB
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Accepting Ourselves

ON BEING YOURSELF

Being good is really about being
the person Te Atua wants us to
be. Being good is not to do with
forcing or straining ourselves to
become something we’re not, it
is not about trying to pretend we
are someone else. It is about being
totally, fully and freely ourselves.
The first step on this journey is to
accept ourselves as we are now.

You must learn that you cannot be
loved by all people.
You can be the finest apple in the
world – ripe, juicy, sweet,
succulent – and offer yourself
to all.
But you must remember that there
will be people who do not like
apples.

Here is a poem that looks at this
idea in an interesting way:

© SC PHOTOGRAPHY

Task Twenty
a.	List some of the
important points made
in this poem.
b.	What can you learn
about yourself from it?

You must understand that if you are
the world’s finest apple, and
someone you love does not like
apples, you have the choice of
becoming a banana; you
will be a second-rate banana.
But you can always be the finest
apple.
You must also realise that if you
choose to be a second-rate banana,
there will be people who do not like
bananas.
Furthermore,
You can spend your life trying to
become the best banana – which
is impossible if you are an apple
– or you can seek again
to be the finest apple.
from “Reach Out”
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Missing the
Mark
Accepting ourselves as we
really are, warts and all,
is an important step to
becoming who we can be.
It is a reality of life that
while we are made in God’s
image, we all at times “miss
the mark” and fail to live
up to our potential. When
this happens it is important
for us to admit we are only
human and to reset our
sights on becoming the
people God calls us to be.
As part of this process, it
is useful to take the time
to identify those areas of
our lives where we are not
achieving our potential
and that we are dissatisfied
with. This does not mean
that we should be so tough
on ourselves that we beat
ourselves up! At times
like this it is important to
remind ourselves that God’s
loving presence – what
Christians call grace – is
with us.

Task Twenty-One
a.	List three or four areas in your life where
you are “missing the mark”, that you are
not so happy about, and that you find
hard to accept or deal with.
b.	What are some steps you could take to
improve each of these situations?
c.	Look at this reference in the Scriptures
and write down some of the gifts
mentioned in the reading: 1 Corinthians
12: 4-11
d.	Do you recognise any of the gifts
mentioned in yourself or people you know?
e.	In what other ways do you recognise
God’s loving presence – grace – in yourself
and others? 		
f.	In what ways can knowing that “we are
God’s work of art” (Ephesians 2:10) help us
reach our potential?
Extension
a.	Write down the date of your birthday –
God’s gift of human life.
b.	Discuss the idea of GIFT with your parents
or other adults you trust.
Ask them to write on a sheet of paper:
		
“The gifts I see in (…your name…) are:
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________”
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Family Ties

Focus:
• We develop our mana through our relationships,
especially our personal relationship with Jesus
and our relationships with our whānau.
• Values and traditions are passed on to us by our
families.

Our Need for Community

WORDS TO
UNDERSTAND
mana
community
tradition
whakapapa
genealogy

Although each of us is unique, made in God’s image,
with our own particular gifts and talents, we are not created to live alone. Being made
in God’s image we share a common bond with every other human. We develop our
mana (spiritual power) through our personal relationships with others as members of
various communities. This process is a lifetime journey.
Every person is born into a network of relationships, and from birth onwards that
network grows and develops – expanding from parents and family, to friends, to
adults such as teachers and coaches, to a parish or faith community, to organisations
and groups we belong to, and to heroes whom we
admire and who influence us. These communities
are the most obvious, visible sources of support to
us in becoming fully human.
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Task Twenty-Two
Make a list of all the different groups you feel part of. Draw a mind map which
shows your relationship with all these groups. Use words, diagrams, symbols
and pictures as you wish.

© DOLLARPHOTOCLUB
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Parents and Family:
Our First Community
Parents and whānau (family) form
the natural and first community
for a person. Whether our family
relationships are good or bad, patterns
for dealing with other relationships
are learned there too. At this point in
your life, you may wish you were more
independent of your parents and family.
Such feelings are a necessary and
valuable part of your growth towards
maturity – but they shouldn’t stop you
from looking to your parents and family
for support.
© BIGSTOCKPHOTO

A Family Profile

Task Twenty-Three

In the same way that you are a unique
individual you come from a family
that is also unique. No two families
are exactly the same. Each whānau has
its own distinctive characteristics that
give it its own identity. Earlier you
completed a personal profile for yourself
(see Task Nine). It is also valuable to
construct one for your family. Go to
the next page to complete your family’s
profile.

a.	In what ways do you wish
you were more
independent from your
parents?
b.	What do you see as being
the advantages of
becoming more
independent?
c.	What are the
disadvantages?
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Task Twenty-Four
a.	Complete this profile for your family using the following headings – but
add any others that are missing that you think should be there.
Family name (surname):
Names of family members:
Ages of members:
Country(ies) / place(s) of family’s
origin:
Language(s) spoken:
Religious background(s):
Common distinguishing physical
characteristics:
Family personality traits:

Family interests:

Favourite family things:

Family abilities and strengths:

Family weaknesses:

Family values:
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Family hopes:

Family traditions:

Anything else?

b.	Illustrate and decorate your profile with appropriate drawings and
symbols.
c.	Share with the person next to you something about your family from
your profile. Select some of the things you have written.
d.	You and your partner join another pair. Introduce your partner to the
group using a word or phrase that you think is descriptive of that
person’s family.
		The teacher may invite some volunteers to share with the class as a
whole.
e.

Write answers to the following questions:

What makes my family special and unique?

What has my family got in common with families of other group members?
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A Sense of Tradition
Our word tradition is based on a Latin
term that means “to hand on”.
Family rituals or traditions are
important in many families and are
ways of binding a whānau together.
Family reunions, often held to mark
important dates or anniversaries in the
family, can help build a family’s sense
© DOLLARPHOTOCLUB
of identity. So too can weddings and
funerals. Or a family may celebrate Christmas in the same way every year – the same
decorations are put up, the same relatives come and visit, even the menu for dinner
is the same! Every year the same people tell the same old jokes and stories. These
stories and traditions are reminders of who the family is and where they have been.
Traditions give us a sense of roots.
In families, traditions may pass from one generation to another as whānau members
hand on those tikanga (customs) and values that are important to them.

Task Twenty-Five
a.	Describe one or two rituals or traditions in your family. If you have
listed them on your family profile you may wish to give some more
details.
b.	What are some of the values that are important in your family and
which are shown in your different family traditions and rituals?
c.	Describe one or two rituals that you would like to start if you had the
opportunity, either with your present family members or in the future
when you may have children of your own.
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Extension
a.	Discuss the following with your parents or another adult whom you
trust:
		
		
		
		

“When you were my age…
•
Where did you live?
•
What secondary school did you attend?
•	What kinds of social and cultural influences did you experience?”

b.	Ask your parents or a trusted adult to share anything of importance
about their faith when they were young.
Write a paragraph about what your parent(s) or trusted adult told you.
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c.
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Across the Generations
There comes a time in many people’s lives
when they become curious about the origins of
their family. Some of the questions they want
answers for might be:
• What does my surname or family
name mean and where did it come
from?
• Why is a particular first name or
Christian name so common in the
© ADRIAN HEKE
family?
• What sorts of occupations did my tūpuna (ancestors) have and what
religion were they?
• Were they adventurous people who travelled or were they stay-at-homes?
• Were the family wealthy people who fell on hard times or poor people who
became rich?
• Which of my ancestors do I most look like?
• Which of my ancestors do I most behave like?
The questions people want answers for may be many but the motivation behind
people’s search to discover more about their family background has got a lot to do
with them recognising the strong links between their own sense of identity and
that of the generations that have gone before them. Although each of us is a unique
individual we are intimately connected with our tūpuna, not only through our genetic
make-up, but also by the values and traditions handed down to us. The important
questions we ask about life, have already been asked, in some way or other, by those
who have gone before us:
•
•
•
•

Who am I?
Where did I come from?
What am I doing?
Where am I going?
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The word genealogy comes from the Greek word genea meaning race. A genealogy
or pedigree or whakapapa can be a record of descent from a named ancestor, or a
listing of ancestors and their descendants, usually consisting of names and dates of
births, deaths and marriages. It can be handed down from generation to generation,
either orally as Māori and Pacific Island people often do or in written form. For many
people, both Māori and Pākehā, knowing their whakapapa or genealogy is essential to
finding their identity in the world. It can be an exciting and strengthening experience
for a person to discover that they are part of a family community that stretches back
through the generations.
Eruera Stirling, a Māori elder of the Whānau a Apanui tribe, whose ancestors were
both Scots and Māori, writes of the importance of knowing his whakapapa, both the
Pākehā and the Māori sides:
Right down to the present day, the descendants of the high chiefs from Hawaiki
have remembered their whakapapa and the stories of their ancestors, and in
the Māori world you have to know your tribal history and your whakapapa,
otherwise you’re nothing! You can’t say anything, you can’t do anything, you
can’t move in the right way and you’re nobody. Only when you know your
whakapapa can the mana of your ancestors shine on you. The same thing
happens in the Pākehā world. You can see that the line of kings is still going on
in England, from Queen Victoria down to Queen Elizabeth. They believe in the
whakapapa, just like the Māori people; they started their line of kings in the
year 802 with King Egbert, and Māori started theirs in 1350, when the canoes
landed in New Zealand. They’re doing it in England and we’re doing it here too –
without that whakapapa, you’ll go nowhere!
I have collected the genealogy of the kings and queens of England and written it
in my whakapapa book so I will know the chiefly background of both my sides,
the Māori and the Pākehā. If you gather these treasures of history and bring
them together in one place, you can see the seeds from which you have sprung,
and you will stand tall wherever you may travel.
[Stirling, Eruera: The Teachings of a Māori Elder, page 30]
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Task Twenty-Six
Think carefully about what Eruera has to say and answer the following
questions:
a.	What different reasons does Eruera give for people knowing their
whakapapa?
b. Put these words of Eruera into your own words:
		
If you gather these treasures of history and bring them together in one
place, you can see the seeds from which you have sprung, and you will
stand tall wherever you may travel.
c.

Explain whether you agree or disagree with what Eruera says.

Task Twenty-Seven
Research your own family tree or whakapapa to include parents, grandparents,
and great-grandparents. For each person, try to find out their first name and
surname, where they were born and their occupation. Include their religious
background e.g. Catholic, Methodist, etc. if you can find this out.
Try to find out one interesting story about one of your great-grandparents and
write about it briefly.
You could make your work more interesting by:
•
Including labelled photographs or drawings of family members
•
Clear and creative presentation
If you have any problems with any part of this exercise, talk to your teacher.

Something to Think About
While working on your family tree or whakapapa did you learn anything
interesting about yourself or your family? Did it help you understand anything
important about yourself and your whānau?
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School Days

Focus:
• Schools have their own values and
traditions which they pass on to their
students.
• Each Catholic school belongs to the
family of Catholic schools.

© ADRIAN HEKE

The School’s Lifeline

At your age, the community – other than your family – that is the most obvious,
visible means of support to your development as a human being is your school.
In the same way that you had earlier opportunities to find your identity and develop
your gifts, you are now challenged to reach your potential through the expanding
network of relationships and new situations that you experience as a student.
One of the things you will have begun to discover already is that your school, like
your whānau, has its own tikanga and traditions, beliefs and values, hopes and
dreams. It also has its own whakapapa or genealogy which those who have been part
of the school community for a long time will know well.
One sign that a school is alive and well is that those rituals and traditions, beliefs and
values, hopes and dreams which are important to its identity, are handed on to each
new generation of students. Prizing these important aspects of a school’s identity
does not mean, however, that a school does not change and gets stuck in the past.
Just as families move forward as they face new challenges so too must schools. Each
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new generation of students, through its talents and energies, gives new life to the
school community which in turn nurtures its students and develops their mana.
Constructing a lifeline for your school is one way of bringing together important
aspects of its past and present.

Task Twenty-Eight
The school has a lifeline and the following exercise follows the same process as
your personal lifeline exercise.
On the PAGE 50 we’ve provided a place to fill in your school’s lifeline. It
represents the length of the school’s life so far. On it, mark some of the
following suggested events.
Where you can, put the actual dates of key events on the lifeline. Other details,
past and present, can be added as you wish. You could print the lifeline page
and add words, pictures, photographs or symbols.
a.	What date was the school founded? Check out the school’s foundation
stone!
b.	Who were the people involved in its foundation?
c.	Was the school established from existing schools?
d.	Has the school always had the same name?
e.	How many students were on the original roll and what are some of
their names?
f.	Is the school co-ed or single-sex? Has it always been this way?
g.	Who are some important religious or lay members in the school’s
past?
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h.	What are some significant events in the life of the school, for example,
the arrival of the first New Zealand born priest, sister or brother?
i.	Who are some prominent ex-students?
j.	What important sporting and cultural events has the school been
involved in?
k.	What different cultures make up the school community?
l.	Who have been some well-known visitors to the school?
m.	What additional buildings, such as a chapel or a library, were added
later?
n.	When did the school integrate with the State?
o.	What jubilees, feast days or celebrations are important to the life of
the school?
p.	Who are some of the past principals and when were they there?
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q.	What are some of the important yearly events in the school’s
calendar? Include occasions such as fairs, productions, concerts, treeplanting day, respect for our grounds day, and any other particular
events the school may have had.
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BUILT!

My school’s lifeline
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Task Twenty-Nine
Reflect on your various gifts. Remember that you are after all “God’s work of art”!
In word, picture or symbol form, add your gifts to the school’s lifeline.
Extension
a.	Take your workbook and discuss the school lifeline with your parent(s)
or a trusted adult.
b.	Write a paragraph about your discussion.
You may have an opportunity to share what you have written with your class if
you wish.
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Task Thirty
Write a paragraph about the origins of your school:
•	When was the school founded?
•	Who were the individuals involved in the foundation of the school?
•	What religious order(s) was/were responsible for its foundation?
•
Why was it founded?
•	What particular charism or gift did the founding religious order(s)
bring to the school?
•	Are there any priests, brothers, or sisters from the founding order(s)
teaching at the school now?

Task Thirty-One
During your work on the school’s lifeline you will have found out some
important information about the traditions of your school.
Most schools have a tradition of houses where each student is assigned to one
particular house group during their time at school. Name the house groups at
your school. Write a short paragraph about each of them.
Include the following details:
a.

Where does the house name come from?

b.

Is there a special colour for the house?

c.

Where and when does the house meet?

d.

What house activities are there?

e.

Who are the house leaders this year?

f.

Why are the houses important in the school?

g.	As a young student what are the advantages and disadvantages of
being part of a house system?
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Task Thirty-Two
There are a number of ways that schools make their identity known in the
community. In the eyes of the public, school uniforms clearly identify individual
students as members of their particular school community.
The school’s monogram and motto do the same.
a.

On a blank page, draw your school’s monogram.

b.	Explain any symbols used and the significance of the various aspects
of the monogram.
c.

Where is the monogram found?

d.

Write out your school’s motto.

e.

What is the meaning of your school’s motto?

f.

How did your school’s monogram and motto come about?

g.

What values underlie the motto and monogram?

Extension Activities
a.	Write out and memorise your school’s “Mission Statement”. Is the
mission of the school today the same as when it first started?
b.	Either invite a past pupil or former teacher from your school to come
and speak about his/her time there or discuss with parents or older
relatives whether they have seen any changes in the school over the
years.
		
•
What has changed over time?
		
•
What has stayed the same?
c.

Write a paragraph about the changes.
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A Family of Schools
As you read this, the chances are you will be sitting
at your desk in a classroom, in a Catholic secondary
school, somewhere in New Zealand.
The particular school you attend has its own unique
identity or special character, which you have already
begun to explore. But your school is not on its
own. It is part of an extended family, a member of
the nationwide network of Catholic schools. It is
important to know a little about the background of
the Catholic school system, if you are to appreciate
your own school’s contribution to this wider family
of schools.
The New Zealand School system was founded over
one hundred and fifty years ago. The growing Catholic
population wanted schools which would teach the
Gospel of Jesus Christ in the Roman Catholic tradition
while providing a general education to the same
standard as the government-funded school system.
Almost all of the teachers in these schools were
religious sisters, brothers or priests.
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By the 1970s, the financial burden of running a
modern school system had become too great for
Catholic parents and the schools were in danger of
closing. The government agreed to assist Catholic
and other schools with a distinctive religious special
character by significantly funding them while
allowing them to keep their special character. This
system of partnership with the state school system
is called integration, and a school participating in it
is called an integrated school.
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In 2002, there were 191 Catholic primary schools in New Zealand and 48 secondary
schools and colleges. All are integrated schools.
Nine percent of all New Zealand’s school students are enrolled in the Catholic school
system. Approximately 65% of Catholic young people attend our schools while in
some places the number is as high as 92%. By 2000 the total number of students in
Catholic schools was 69,000.
There are six Catholic dioceses in New Zealand. Each of these has a Catholic
Education Office, set up by the authority of its bishop, which helps look after the
Catholic schools in the area.
Other Christians in New Zealand, such as the Anglicans and Presbyterians, have their
own networks of church schools which were established to meet the needs of their
church members.

Task Thirty-Three
The six Catholic dioceses in New Zealand are:
• Auckland Diocese
• Hamilton Diocese
• Palmerston North Diocese
• Wellington Archdiocese
• Christchurch Diocese
• Dunedin Diocese
a.	Find out the names of the other Catholic secondary schools that are
members of the family of Catholic schools in your diocese.
b.	On maps of your diocese and of your town or city, mark in the
location of each of these Catholic secondary schools.
c.	Can you name and locate on the maps some primary schools in your
area which belong to the family of Catholic schools?
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d.	As a member of the family of Catholic schools your school will at
times get together with other Catholic schools in the diocese or region
to co-operate, compete or celebrate. What are some of these special
occasions?
e.	Can you name any church schools in your area that are linked to
other branches of the Christian family, such as the Anglican or
Presbyterian churches.

Something to Think About
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What makes your school similar to or different from other schools in your area?
You may wish to focus on the various state schools, Catholic schools, and
church schools linked to other branches of the Christian family.
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Belonging to the Lord
Focus:
• Catholic schools are an important part of the
wider Church.

WORDS TO
UNDERSTAND
Catholic

Part of the Church
The local parish community that gathers for Mass
on Sundays is the usual place where most Catholics
experience being part of the life of the Church.

Communion
of Saints

But every Catholic school in the wider family of Catholic schools is also part of the
Church. As a student at a Catholic school you will have already sensed that your
school belongs to this much bigger community called the Catholic Church.
Our word church comes from the Greek word kyriake that means ‘what belongs to
the Lord’. The Church is made up of millions of people, including those at your school,
all ‘belonging to the Lord’. The word catholic simply means ‘universal’. By saying that
the Church is catholic we are saying that it is open to everyone. Everyone is welcome
in the Church of God.
Saying that the Church is universal does not mean it is the same everywhere. Within
the Church many different peoples and cultures are gathered together. Among the
Church’s members, there are different gifts and ways of life, just as there are among
the members of your school community.
This awareness that your school belongs to the Lord and is part of a much bigger
Church is most obvious on those special occasions when the whole school
community gathers together to celebrate Mass. On such occasions those gathered
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praise and thank God in joy for all that he has given us through Hehu Karaiti (Jesus
Christ). It is a way of saying it is good to be God’s people, it is good to be made in
God’s image, it is good to be the gifts Te Atua has made us to be.
The Eucharistic Prayer spoken by the priest during Mass always unites the people
present with Hehu and his whole Church:
We come to you, Father,
With praise and thanksgiving,
through Jesus Christ your Son.
Through him we ask you to accept and bless
These gifts we offer you in sacrifice.
We offer them for your holy catholic Church,
Watch over it, Lord, and guide it;
Grant it peace and unity throughout the world.
We offer them for (… name …) our Pope,
For (… name …) our bishop,
And for all who hold and teach the catholic faith that comes to us
from the apostles.
[from Eucharistic Prayer I]

Task Thirty-Four
a.	Read the printed section of Eucharistic Prayer I carefully.
What is the priest asking for the Church in this prayer?
b.

Which members of the Church are prayed for?

c.	What other parts of the Mass remind us that we are part of the
Church?
d.	What aspects of your life at a Catholic school (other than school
Masses) remind you that your school is part of the wider Church?
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The Communion of Saints
As we saw earlier, a whakapapa or genealogy connects the different generations
of a family, both the living and the dead, by linking an individual’s identity
to membership of an extended family. This strengthens the bonds between
the individual and the family community. Te Kotahitanga o Te Hunga Tapu (the
Communion of Saints) does the same thing for the individual Christian. Those
Christians who have died are still part of the Church and form a community with the
living. The living and the dead all belong to Christ and all live in Christ. So when we
speak of the Church, we also speak of all those who have died and gone before us,
marked with the sign of faith. This relationship is called the Communion of Saints
because it refers to the community made up of all Christ’s followers, both living and
dead. The Eucharistic Prayer during Mass always unites the people present with those
who have died. In the first Eucharistic Prayer important male and female members
from the early years of the Church are mentioned by name:
In union with the whole Church
We honour Mary,
The ever-virgin mother of Jesus Christ our Lord and God.
We honour Joseph, her husband,
The apostles and martyrs
Peter and Paul, Andrew,
James, John, Thomas,
James, Philip,
Bartholemew, Matthew, Simon and Jude;
we honour Linus, Cletus, Clement, Sixtus,
Cornelius, Cyprian, Lawrence, Chrysogonus,
John and Paul, Cosmas and Damian
And all the saints.
May their merits and prayers
Gain us your constant help and protection.
**********
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Remember, Lord those who have died
and have gone before us marked with the sign of faith,
especially those for whom we now pray, (…name…) and (…name…).
May these, and all who sleep in Christ,
find in your presence
light, happiness and peace.
For ourselves, too, we ask
some share in the fellowship of your apostles and martyrs,
with John the Baptist, Stephen, Matthias, Barnabas,
Ignatius, Alexander, Marcellinus, Peter,
Felicity, Perpetua, Agatha, Lucy,
Agnes, Cecilia, Anastasia and all the saints.
[from Eucharistic Prayer I]

It is through the lives of the millions of individuals who together make up the
Communion of Saints that the Christian faith has been handed down, generation by
generation, to us. Without the efforts of those who have gone before, the faith would
not be alive in our world.

Task Thirty-Five
Either:
Choose one of the male or female Christians named as part of the
Communion of Saints during the Eucharistic Prayer of the Mass. With the
guidance of your teacher, find out a little about the life of this person.
What did he or she do to merit being mentioned during the Mass?
Or:
Choose another person who is a recognised member of the Communion of
Saints. With the guidance of your teacher, find out a little about the life of
this person. What did he or she do to come to be regarded as a saint of
the Church?
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Task Thirty-Six

Something
to Think About

a.	How is being a member
of Te Kotahitanga o Te
Hunga Tapu like being a
member of an extended
family or whānau?

How might the words of Eruera Stirling
about whakapapa apply to the
Communion of Saints?

b.	What is the common
bond that links together
the members of the
Communion of Saints,
both living and dead?

If you gather these treasures of history
and bring them together in one place,
you can see the seeds from which you
have sprung, and you will stand tall
wherever you may travel.

c.	How is it reassuring (and
challenging) for an
individual Christian to
know that they are part of
the Communion of
Saints?
d.	Who are some other wellknown members of the
Communion of Saints
who have died and gone
before us, marked with
the sign of faith?

Task Thirty-Seven
	In this topic you have looked at
yourself as:
• An individual
• A part of a family
• A member of a particular
school community linked to a
family of schools
• A member of the wider Church.
Create a poster or collage on the
theme of STANDING TALL. Show
your feelings and ideas about
these different communities
which shape your identity and
where you have the opportunity
to express yourself.

e.	How can the members of
the Communion of Saints
who have died and gone
before us – including our
own ancestors – help us
in our lives today?
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Summary

• This time in your life is a turning point – a time of opportunities and challenges.
• We are made in God’s image with the mana to develop our goodness.
• B
 y accepting ourselves as God made us and by using the gifts we have been given,
our identities as sons and daughters of God are strengthened.
• We develop our mana through
our relationships, especially our
personal relationship with Jesus
and our relationships with our
whānau.
• Values and traditions are passed on
to us by our families.
• S chools have their own values and
traditions which they hand on to
their students.
• Each Catholic school belongs to the
family of Catholic schools.
• Catholic Schools are an important
part of the wider Church.
The Māori Christ, Julia Lynch (1896–1975)
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of Māori Terms
This glossary gives explanation of Māori terms which are italicised in the text. The
first time a Māori term appears in the text, its English meaning appears in brackets
after it.
Pronunciation – correct pronunciation of Māori comes only with practice in listening
to and speaking the language. The English phonetic equivalents provided under each
Māori word are intended to provide a reasonably accurate guide for students. If in
doubt please seek assistance from someone practised in correct pronunciation of Te
Reo Māori.
´ indicates stressed syllable

Aroha
úh-raw-huh

In general, means love and/or compassion.
Note that the word is used in two senses:
1. a joyful relationship involving the
expression of goodwill and the doing of
good, empathy.
2. sympathy, compassion towards those who
are unhappy or suffering.

Atua
úh-too-uh

The Māori word Atua has been used to
describe God in the Christian sense since
missionary times. Before the coming of
Christianity, Māori used the word atua to
describe many kinds of spiritual beings (in
the way we now use the word “spirit”) and
also unusual events.
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Hawaiki
huh-wuh-ee-kee

Hehu

The legendary homeland in the east from
which the ancestors of the Māori made the
voyage by sea to Aotearoa.
Jesus.

héh-hoo

Karaiti

Christ.

kuh-rúh-ee-tee

Karakia

Prayer, ritual.

kúh-ruh-kee-uh

Mana
múh-nuh

Te Kotahitanga o Te
Hunga Tapu

Spiritual power and authority. Its sources are
both divine and human, namely, God, one’s
ancestors and one’s achievements in life.
Please note: when mana refers to Mana of
God it is written as Mana.
The Communion of Saints.

teh kaw-tú-hee-tung-uh aw teh
hóong-uh túh-poo

Te Mana o Te Atua

The power of God.

teh múh-nuh aw teh úh-too-uh

Te Mana o Te
Tangata

The power of the human person.

teh múh-nuh aw teh túng-uh-tuh
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Te Tapu o Te Atua

The holiness of God.

teh túh-poo aw teh úh-too-uh

Te Tapu o Te
Tangata

The sacredness of the human person.

teh túh-poo aw teh túng-uh-tuh

Tikanga
tíh-kung-uh

Tūpuna
tóo-poo-nuh

Whakapapa

Custom or protocol; a particular way of doing
things.
Grandparents, more immediate ancestors.
The singular is tupuna. Some areas use the
term tīpuna.
Genealogy or family tree.

fúh-kuh-puh-puh

Whānau

Extended family.

fáh-nuh-oo
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